Creating a “Natural Asset”:

British Columbia’s First Park,
Strathcona, 1905-16

Pa u l a Yo u n g

A

t the beginning of the twentieth century, British Columbia’s
economy was integrated into what American environmental
historian William Robbins refers to as a modern Western
“culture of capitalism” that placed “ultimate significance on the material
world and on the manipulation and transformation of that world for the
purpose of making a profit.”1 Like the American west, British Columbia
was widely regarded as a “great natural resource reservoir” and a potentially profitable arena for the investment of outside capital.2 By 1910, this
“resource reservoir” included the scenery in newly created national parks.
Responding to a lobby by naturalists and tourism promoters who defined
unspoiled scenic areas as commodities, the BC government funded an
“exploratory survey trip” to the Buttle Lake-Crown Mountain region of
central Vancouver Island to assess its suitability for British Columbia’s
first provincial park.3 Upon his return, the expedition leader proclaimed
his support for the establishment of a park, arguing: “Switzerland gets
millions sterling yearly from the thousands of tourists who go to see the
Alps. We have right at our doors a natural asset as great as the Alps are
to Switzerland.”4
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The preservation, commodification, and consumption of scenery
proved intrinsic to the earliest development of a tourist industry in
British Columbia as many wealthy and middle-class British Columbians
embraced the culture of consumerism associated with industrial capitalism.5 By the late nineteenth century, Victoria’s tourism promoters,
boosters, and business groups – including the Canadian Pacific Railway,
the Victoria Board of Trade, the Tourist Association of Victoria, and the
Vancouver Island Development League – marketed natural resources,
scenery, modes of transport, and accommodations to attract settlers,
investors, and tourists to Vancouver Island.6 In 1901, the Victoria Board
of Trade and the city’s tourist association approached the Canadian
Pacific Railway about the possibility of building a new tourist hotel.
This culminated in the construction of the Empress Hotel.7 Many
travellers visited the province’s wilderness areas to escape modern
society, but also visited them “with a keen interest in locating and
embracing industrial and agricultural opportunities.” Tourism associations “worked diligently to attract as many visitors as possible” and
saw the creation of a provincial park on the central island as a key to the
success of a new regional tourism industry.8
By the late nineteenth century, national and local park movements had
emerged in Canada and the United States, coinciding with industrial
expansion, railway development, and the creation of leisure time. Within
a context of modernity, tourism promoters in British Columbia commodified scenery and used the language of economics to argue for the
creation of a provincial park for tourism and recreation purposes and,
in doing so, integrated this new park into the industrial capitalist model
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in an effort to create a tourism industry – although the outbreak of war
thwarted these ambitions.9
Organized lobbying for the establishment of a provincial park in
British Columbia began in 1905 when members of the Victoria-based
Natural History Society of British Columbia (hereafter nhs), alarmed
at the rate of logging on Vancouver Island, called on the provincial
government to create a provincial park to preserve scenic parcels of land
for future generations. Members of the Victoria Board of Trade soon
joined them in urging the province to reserve land on central Vancouver
Island for park purposes. In 1905 and 1908, the Kaslo Board of Trade
and the North American Fish and Game Protective Association argued
for a provincial park in the Kootenays.10 For the most part, these early
park proponents did not envision the preservation of the landscape in
its pristine form – after all, small-scale logging and mining were already
widespread. They commodified scenery, arguing that the success of the
burgeoning tourism industry depended upon making available unspoiled
scenery, and they suggested ways in which the landscapes of proposed
parks could be “improved” to attract the kinds of people who had the
time and money for pleasure travel and sightseeing.
A major obstacle to the establishment of provincial parks was the fact
that the province had granted rights to large amounts of Crown land to
companies for mining and timber extraction. Such developments led,
in 1907, to the provincial game warden’s suggestion that the government
set aside land for a game reserve because it would soon be difficult to
find “suitable spots.”11 Concerned that the amount of timber tied up in
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timber licences and leases issued by the province exceeded the potential
market and compromised the public interest in preserving public land,
the government withdrew “all unalienated timber lands from all forms of
alienation.”12 Indeed, finding land for park purposes proved challenging
after the provincial government passed its March 1908 Act to Provide for
the Maintenance of Provincial Parks, enabling it to reserve land for park
purposes. The act did not reserve specific parcels of land. Instead, it gave
the government the authority to define the boundaries, and to appoint
trustees, of these “pleasure grounds” in order to make changes to park
environments that would be “suitable for the enjoyment and recreation of
the public,” including leasing, granting, or conveying the land; erecting
fences, walls, and buildings; planting shrubs; and building roads and
sidewalks. Significantly, the act neither prohibited nor permitted park
land to be used for industrial purposes.13
Inspired by the passing of the 1908 act, members of the nhs and the
Victoria Board of Trade intensified their lobbying for the establishment
of a provincial park on Vancouver Island.14 The members of these
organizations included prominent middle-class men with political
connections, some of whom belonged to two or more of these organizations. For example, Arthur W. McCurdy (an inventor and scientist)
and Chartres Pemberton (a lawyer and botanist) belonged to both
the nhs and the Victoria Board of Trade. It is also probable that the
prominent Victoria lawyer Arthur Crease belonged to both.15 These
groups imagined a provincial park as an area for the protection of forests
and fauna that simultaneously provided an appealing destination for
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tourists and new business opportunities for guides, hoteliers, railways,
and other private, profit-oriented businesses. They assumed that most
people who would visit parks in relatively remote regions would come
from class backgrounds similar to their own, and they did not preclude
landscape alterations that would appeal to their aesthetic sensibilities
and recreational proclivities – from the construction of park facilities to
the planting of non-native species and the eradication of some animals
in favour of others.16
In April 1910, members of the Victoria nhs sent a resolution to the
Vancouver Island Development League expressing concern about the
rapid exhaustion of the “pristine beauty” of “our noble forest probably
unequalled in magnificence and extent” due to overcutting and “waste
and destruction” caused by “the insatiable lumberman.” The nhs asked
the Development League, whose secretary was Ernest McGaffey,
a travel writer and poet, for its assistance in lobbying “the powers that
be” to reacquire alienated land rights and to form a “forest reserve and
game sanctuary” at Cameron Lake on central Vancouver Island. 17
The area offered panoramic views, a “magnificent primeval forest,” and,
significantly, relatively easy public access “by wagon road and soon by
rail.” According to nhs members, it would make “an ideal forest and
plant reserve, a game sanctuary and tourist resort.”18 Thereafter, members
of the nhs, the Development League, the Victoria Board of Trade,
and the Alberni Board of Trade joined forces to lobby the provincial
government to set aside and protect land for a park at Cameron Lake.19
Creating a park at Cameron Lake was no easy matter, however.
According to the surveyor-general, E.B. McKay, the “Victoria Lumber
and Trading Company [Victoria Lumber and Manufacturing Company]”
owned or leased much of the land. As these parcels contained “some of the
finest Fir timber in British Columbia,” McKay and Chief Commissioner
of Lands Price Ellison estimated it would be too costly to acquire the
company’s rights, and certainly none of the park proponents appear to
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have considered the idea that the government should expropriate these
properties and land tenure rights.20
The provincial government then looked further north on Vancouver
Island and recommended a large wilderness area near Buttle Lake,
southwest of Campbell River, for park purposes. On 31 May 1910, it
passed an order-in-council reserving “the unalienated and unoccupied
land in the vicinity of Buttle’s [sic] Lake, with a view of later on setting
it apart as a Provincial Park.”21 The provincial government gave little,
if any, consideration to indigenous use of the land, nor did it consider
geographic features, wildlife migration patterns, or other environmental
factors when determining the possible boundaries of the proposed park.22
The Esquimalt and Nanaimo Railway (hereafter E & N) railway belt
formed the eastern boundary of the reserved land, and, as a result, the
northern end of Buttle Lake remained outside the reserved area, in the
railway belt, where the surrounding land was open to resource extraction
and other industrial development (see Figures 1 and 8). W.J. Sutton, a
member of the nhs and a geologist for the E & N Railway, wrote to
Premier Richard McBride suggesting the province purchase the northern
end of Buttle Lake from the E & N as the area had “very little commercial
value [to the E & N] being rugged and mountainous.”23
Aside from the inconvenient presence of twenty-four timber leases
around Buttle Lake and elsewhere in the proposed park (see Figure 2),
the choice seemed perfect. The 1 June 1910 edition of the Victoria Daily
Colonist proclaimed: “[Buttle Lake] more than successfully rivals the
Lake of the Clouds [in Rocky Mountain National Park], Emerald Lake
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Figure 1. Strathcona Park, Vancouver Island, British Columbia. Sources: Bca “Government Reserve for National Park,” 5 June 1910, Map bj6791; Strathcona Park Act 1913,
Statutes of British Columbia, 1913; P. Drucker, The Northern and Central Nootkan Tribes
(Washington: Smithsonian Institution, 1951) facing p 1. Map by Eric Leinberger.

[in Yoho National Park] and Lake Louise [in Banff National Park].” And
it predicted that the area would soon “constitute a magnificent national
park for the people of British Columbia, quickly and easily accessible
from the chief centres of population upon the completion … of already
projected transportation facilities.” The lake was “distinguished for the
magnificence and variety of its scenic delights, mountains – perpetually
snow crowned – rising from its dense blue waters to a height of from
seven to eight thousand feet [2133 to 2440 metres], while charming
waterfalls, majestic glaciers and fairy-like islands afford alluring
contrasts.”24 The following day a Daily Colonist reporter claimed: “the
preservation of such a magnificent scenic area will enhance the value
of the island as a tourist resort, besides conserving a considerable tract
of fine timber.”25
Almost immediately following the government’s announcement, park
proponents realized that “the government’s intentions in connection
with the reserve were not very clear.”26 While all parties agreed the park
24
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“Designed to be Provincial Park,” Daily Colonist, 1 June 1910.
“Provincial Park Decision Lauded,” Daily Colonist, 2 June 1910.
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Figure 2.“Government Reserve for National Park, 348 square miles should E & N contribute 1/4th or 84 square miles, to total would approximate 430 square miles. Buttles [sic]
Lake about 20 miles long of which 5 miles lies within the E & N grant; suggest that
E & N contribute 84 square miles.” Map shows timber licences held within Strathcona Park.
Reprinted by permission of Royal BC Museum, bca. Call number: CM-A926, AAAA6071.
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should be open for public recreation, members of the Victoria Board of
Trade and the Development League were unclear whether the park would
be a “game sanctuary, where only vermin and wild beasts [predators
native to the area] would be destroyed” or whether hunting and fishing
would be prohibited within the reserve.27 In addition, relatively little
was known either about the area or about how the government should
proceed to administer and/or exploit such a park.28 This lack of knowledge
provided the rationale for the government-sponsored expedition, led
by British Columbia’s newly appointed chief commissioner of lands
Price Ellison, into the newly reserved park land. Between 5 July and
13 August 1910, a party of twenty-three people, including Ellison’s twentyyear-old daughter Myra, explored the rugged backcountry to assess its
suitability as a park and to suggest ways that it could be “improved”
for use by outdoor enthusiasts and sightseeing tourists. The Nanaimo
Free Press reported that Ellison’s party was to examine the area in order
“to comprehend in its grandeur what the park should be when generous
nature ha[d] been supplemented by intellectually directed human aid in
the conversion of the natural park of which Buttle Lake [was] the central
feature into one of the world’s very greatest rest and recreation centres.”
The reporter expected the area to be transformed into an “incomparable
pleasure ground.”29
Members of the Ellison expedition travelled by steamer from Victoria
to Vancouver, Lund, and Campbell River, and then by wagon from
Campbell River to McIvor Lake. From there, the party hiked, climbed,
and canoed its way to Buttle Lake and Great Central Lake. Thirty-eight
days later, the party returned to Victoria via the new road between Alberni
and Nanaimo, and the E & N Railway from Nanaimo to Victoria.30
It was not only the beautiful scenery that captured the imaginations of
the expedition members but also the advances in transportation. Indeed,
Ellison’s nephew described the new Alberni road as “splendid” and the
timber around Cameron Lake as “wonderful.”31
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This was no ordinary exploration party. Most of its members were
educated, upper middle-class, and politically connected immigrants or
their descendents from England and Scotland. Myra Ellison attended
McGill University; Ellison’s nephew by marriage, Harry McClure
Johnson of Peoria, Illinois, was a one-time student of law who kept a
journal of the trip; and William W. Bolton, a former Anglican priest
and Cambridge graduate was, by 1910, employed as the headmaster
and warden at the University School for Boys in Victoria. Bolton had
visited Buttle Lake in 1896 and had written about it in glowing terms.32
Several participants worked for the provincial government, including
Walter Fletcher Loveland, a former military sergeant-major born in
Kent, England, who served as a provincial land surveyor, and Charles
Haslam, the chief log-scaler for the province. Lionel Hudson of London
had attended a small college in England before training as a forester
in Norway. Clearly, Hudson’s family held some wealth as his brother
attended Cambridge. Finally, Hugh Nathan Bacon had prospected and
trapped in British Columbia and held interests in iron-ore on a mountain
at Upper Campbell Lake.33 Elite, educated men also formed the majority
of those who packed supplies or performed other labour-related tasks.
They included James Dickson Twaddle, Gerald Bolton (son of William),
Frank Ward (the official photographer), and James Howard. Indigenous
people acted as guides and packers. In his journal, Johnson identified
“Dave” and “Bob” as “pure-blooded Duncan [Indians]” but did not
mention their surnames, and he described “Dan Gaboriau [sic]” as an
“Indian canoe man, half-breed [from] Duncan.”34
The journey to and through the proposed park area was an arduous
one, and the travellers admired the area’s beautiful scenery while persevering in the face of numerous hardships. Their comments suggest
that, like later tourists described by Michael Dawson, they admired
landscapes while wishing to “conquer the very topography that produced
these feelings.”35 Harry Johnson’s journal of the Ellison expedition
did not present a romantic view of the party’s travels, as it described
encounters with mosquitoes, sandflies, snakes, blowdowns, steep trails,
32
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Figure 3. Members of Party around a Camp Fire at Lower End of Buttle Lake. Price Ellison
is second from the right. Source: MS-0249, Ellison Family Correspondence. Reprinted by
permission of Royal BC Museum, bca.

Figure 4. An Elk River Exploration Party. Myra Ellison is facing the camera. Source: MS0249, Ellison Family Correspondence. Reprinted by permission of Royal BC Museum, bca.
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and tree roots as well as spectacular scenery. Nonetheless, occasional
journal entries suggest feelings of nationalism, ethnic elitism, and pride
in conquering nature. In a similar vein, celebrating the conquest of nature
and the presence of Myra Ellison, William Bolton described the party’s
successful ascent and descent of Crown Mountain in a poem:
Yon Mountain-Crown of fair Vancouver’s Isle,
Whose domes no foot hath trod,
Whose outlook is o’er ocean wide
O’er vales and hills and racing tide.
Men strive to master thee.
Through forest, stream and rock faced heights,
They plod their steady way.
Their aim to plant the Union Jack
Despite the climb and weighty pack
Upon thy noble crown.
They win! What matters now the weariness
The blowdowns and the falls.
The honor theirs which none can take
Their witness left which none can shake.
Save snow and maddened storm.
A maid amongst them, light of feet,
With nerves as strong as steel,
How could MEN halt, or hearts give in!
Her gallant deed all praise doth win,
True daughter of our RACE.36

The language used by politicians, tourism promoters, alpinists, and other
middle- to upper-class men in describing Strathcona Park reveals that
their valuation of scenery reflected their ideas of what a park should be as
well as their motives for protecting land near Buttle Lake. These British
Columbians appreciated nature for its scenic value, for its contribution
to the intangible value of nationalism, and, most important, as a scenic
resource to compete with other resources.37 After Ellison returned to
36
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Figure 5. Buttle Lake Near the Middle. Source: MS-0249, Ellison Family Correspondence. Reprinted
by permission of Royal BC Museum, bca.

Victoria, he raved about the “magnificent” scenery, including mountain
peaks, glaciers, and waterfalls.38 The Nanaimo Free Press predicted the
park, when developed for public pleasure, would be “the pride not only
of British Columbia but of all Canada.”39 Park proponents described
the new park reserve as an “asset” or “natural asset” that would enhance
tourism. Arthur Wheeler of the Alpine Club of Canada later said that
Ellison’s report to the Legislature “opened our eyes wide to its [the park’s]
tremendous value as a scenic resource.”40 Even Premier McBride, when
he cut back funding for the park in 1915, told the Victoria Daily Times
that he had been fully cognizant of “the value of tourist traffic” when
the government had entered “the park scheme.”41
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Figure 6. Myra Falls. Source: MS-0249, Ellison Family Correspondence.Reprinted by permission
of Royal BC Museum, bca.
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Figure 7. The Top of Crown Mountain. Source: MS-0249, Ellison Family Correspondence. Reprinted by permission of Royal BC Museum, bca.

In addition to expounding on the new park’s scenic beauty, Ellison
emphasized the economic benefits of park creation and urged the
government to advertise “this vast natural playground … to all the
world” and to make it easily accessible by constructing a road from
Campbell River for the many outdoor enthusiasts, including alpinists
from the United States, Great Britain, and Italy who had expressed
interest in visiting the park.42 Others shared Ellison’s belief in the need
for promotion and road construction. The editor of the Victoria Daily
Times enthusiastically endorsed the government’s decision to preserve the
park, which he believed was “destined to become extremely popular as a
holiday resort.” Like Ellison, he pointed out that it would be necessary
to construct a road to the park in order for visitors to be able to see its
glaciers and “other picturesque features.”43 The following day, the Victoria
Daily Times reported: “a measure has come before the House which
men of all shades of opinion can support, that for the establishment of a
42
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provincial park at Buttles [sic] Lake to be known as Strathcona park.”44
In the months following Ellison’s return, Premier McBride appointed
him the minister of finance and agriculture and appointed William Ross
the new chief commissioner of lands and works. It was Ross who, in
January 1911, introduced to the provincial Legislature the bill creating
Strathcona Park.
Almost immediately it became clear that forestry companies and
timber speculators with holdings inside the boundaries of the new
park expected compensation, and plenty of it, for their loss of access
to timber within the park. On several occasions in 1911, holders of the
timber leases at Buttle Lake, including the Paterson Timber Company
and Henry Hemlow (who owned several claims in partnership with
the company), wrote to the government, apparently at Ross’s request,
seeking compensation in the form of cash or the right to select an equal
amount of stumpage from unalienated Crown timber lands. The company
and Hemlow based their compensation proposals on a one dollar per
one thousand board feet stumpage rate, even though the provincial
stumpage rate was only seventy-five cents per one thousand board feet,
ensuring they would acquire more timber, not an equivalent amount,
in the exchange.45 On 21 February, the Paterson Company, perhaps
prompted by a rumour of potential provincial restrictions on timber
extraction at Buttle Lake, requested a total timber exchange equivalent to
426,000,000 board feet (approximately 1 million cubic metres) of timber.
If the government refused, the company wanted Ross to let it cut on the
existing leases within the park. In April, Hemlow suggested swapping
twenty timber claims within the park for twenty-five claims selected by
himself and Paterson Timber.46 After failing to reach agreement with
the province, Paterson Timber sold its timber rights to the Vancouver
Timber and Trading Company represented by Alvo von Alvensleben,
a personal friend of Premier McBride. In December 1911, von Alvensleben
acknowledged that the province did not want logging to take place at
Buttle Lake. Therefore he, too, sought compensation, reminding the
44
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premier that the company expected to be reimbursed for money spent
on “locating the old licenses in Buttle’s [sic] Lake,” on taxes and licence
fees, and on locating the new timber to replace their holdings in the
new park.47
While the timber companies attempted to strike a deal with the
province, the provincial government passed the Strathcona Park Act on
1 March 1911 (see Figure 8).48 The park was named after Donald Smith,
Lord Strathcona, an executive director of the Canadian Pacific Railway,
the Canadian high commissioner in London, and one of the wealthiest
and most powerful Canadians of the time.49 The act bore a strong
resemblance to the Canadian government’s 1887 Rocky Mountain Park
Act (Banff) in that it created “a public park and pleasure-ground for the
benefit, advantage, and enjoyment of the people of British Columbia.”
The Strathcona Park Act allowed for the construction of park buildings
(to serve the needs of tourists and for other purposes) and the “care,
preservation, and management of the park,” including the protection of
fish, game, and birds. Section 6 of the act permitted holders of timber
leases and mining claims to maintain, but not necessarily to exercise,
their rights. The implications were enormous. This provision allowed
government to infringe on the property rights of timber lease and licence
holders, and it also provided future governments the opportunity to
change the primary use of the park, or parts of it, from recreational to
industrial.50
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Figure 8. Strathcona Park 1911. Source: bca Microfilm CM A926, “Government Reserve for
National Park,” 1910. Map by Eric Leinberger.

The earliest visitors to the new park embraced efforts to transform
or “improve” the landscape, and to eradicate certain animal species, to
enhance public enjoyment. As parks reflect society’s views at particular
times and places, their definition, use, and function change over time.51
51
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In 1910, park users accepted ideas of “improvement” that were common
among agricultural settlers who, motivated by profit, came to the Pacific
in the nineteenth century.52 Similarly, when members of the Alpine Club
of Canada hiked into the park in 1913, one member, Frederick Longstaff,
an architectural draughtsman educated at Eton and Cambridge, commented on the enormity of the cedar and fir trees and observed bears,
grouse, and other wildlife.53 However, he clearly did not want all wildlife
to remain in the park and remarked that depleted elk herds should be
preserved by exterminating cougars in the area. Longstaff also suggested
the park be improved through the construction of an experimental farm,
a garden area, a chalet, and trails for “quick access” to mountain peaks.
Further, Longstaff was prepared to allow timber extraction in the park
provided that any logging operations were carefully supervised and that
the logged areas were reforested with suitable “deciduous varieties.”54
Arthur Wheeler, member of the nhs and president of the Alpine
Club of Canada, shared Longstaff ’s ideas of park transformation.55
He pictured Strathcona as one day containing the summer homes “of
wanderers from the cities of Vancouver Island and elsewhere.”56 He
favoured improving public access by clearing the cedar flat, an area a few
kilometres northeast of the park boundaries, to facilitate travel. His field
notes also reveal that, by 1913, motor launches were used on the park’s
lakes and that numerous good foot and pony trails had been blazed in
the park, and several passages cut through blowdown. Wheeler also
proposed developing the cedar flat outside the park as a holding ground
from which elk, deer, and even buffalo could be introduced into the park.
Wheeler seemed unaware of the extent to which these transformations
would alter the areas he perceived as “gloriously wild.”57 Instead, he
simply noted: “Strathcona is a splendid possession, and a wise and safe
reserve for the great future that lies ahead of Vancouver Island.”58 For
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all that, some early park visitors expressed concern about the extent of
park transformation. Alpine Club member W.W. Foster, for example,
called for Strathcona’s “preservation to posterity as a heritage unspoiled
by too great an interference with the original gift of Nature.”59
After the park’s creation, Reginald Thomson, an American engineer
hired as the first superintendent of Strathcona Park, sought to develop
it along lines that were being adopted in many rural parks in North
America.60 He supervised surveying and road building to improve access
in the park and initiated the planting of non-native plant species around
its entrance.61 Thomson’s idea of a park, like Longstaff’s, included the
transformation of nature to make it easily accessible, with family camps,
summer homes, and children’s playgrounds so close to “mountains
that [they] may be touched.” While access to Strathcona was difficult,
Thomson suggested: “every effort is being made to subdue the wilds
so as to render several portions accessible and usable by 1915.” Thomson
also believed it was important that animals and birds in the park should
become “less shy, so they [would] not flee from the presence of man.”
In 1913, the province spent over $100,000 on “topographic surveys,
contouring and trail making, including provision for immediate access
at the north end,” and extended the north and west boundaries of
Strathcona to incorporate “features of exceptional interest or of special
scenic charm, and also to control the natural and impressive entry
portals.”62 However, the north end of Buttle Lake remained outside the
park’s new boundaries. That same year, Thomson attended the annual
meeting of US railroad passenger agents held in Yellowstone Park to
market Strathcona.63 Prospecting and mineral exploration continued
inside the park, although the amount and exact nature of such work
is unclear. However, it was significant enough that, by 1916, the Daily
Colonist speculated that parts of Strathcona could be “released for private
utilization” once the development program was completed.64
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The development of Strathcona proceeded until 1913, when an economic
depression and railway debts stalled British Columbia’s economy.
Vancouver Island’s tourism promoters competed for government
support and financial resources. Even timber companies were disappointed. Perhaps as a result of the depression and perhaps foreseeing a
way to recoup some of his investments, von Alvensleben again wrote
to William Ross requesting compensation for timber leases along
Buttle Lake. Clearly an opportunist, he offered to sell 477 million feet
(1.125 million cubic metres) of merchantable timber to the government
for $1.50 per thousand feet of timber, even though the government
stumpage rate was only one dollar. As leverage, he suggested that
unless the government was willing to purchase the timber, it should not
interfere with his company’s plans to cut it. He assured the government
that logging would not scar the area around Buttle Lake as it would
take place over fifteen or twenty years, and the company would cut only
30 million feet per year, giving the government ample time to assess any
adverse effects of logging. He neglected to say that by then it would be
too late to reverse those effects. There is no evidence of the government’s
response. However, logging did not take place during those years, and
the government did not purchase the timber leases.65
With the outbreak of the First World War, provincial revenues
declined substantially while railway debt remained. Consequently, the
province reduced the funds available for park development and the
construction of roads. The tightened budget also negatively affected
the possibility of purchasing the timber leases in Strathcona Park.66�
In 1914-15 the government allocation for exploration and development
costs related to Strathcona Park was $96,937.48. Over the next few years
the government slashed its allocation until it stood at a mere $751.25 in
1917-18 (See Table 1).
By December 1914, the province had stopped most work in the park
and had laid off the men employed to build roads and cut trails. Debates
over government spending ensued, with critics suggesting that the
government had spent far too much money on the park. However, that
same year, W.W. Foster, now a Conservative MLA and still a member
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Table 1

Exploration and development costs for Strathcona Park
Years

Development costs ($)

1911-12

10,003.64

1912-13

103,389.93

1913-14

130,828.78

1914-15

96,937.48

1915-16

7,881.60

1916-17

8,881.60

1917-18

751.25

Source: Bca, GR-1991, Closed Park History Files, Public Works
Department – Exploration and Development Costs for Strathcona Park.

of the Alpine Club, addressed the nhs on the development of the travel
industry in British Columbia. He argued that improved transportation
facilities and advertising would guarantee an “immense income” from
the previously overlooked “value of the scenic attraction of [British
Columbia’s] mountains, valleys and rivers.”67 There were few touring
motorists on Vancouver Island in 1915, but tourism promoters saw the
potential market and the “wider distribution of … vacation dollars,” and
they began to plan for motorists.68 Still, the economic depression had a
negative impact on the finances of many organizations that promoted
travel to Strathcona Park, including the nhs, which had been reduced
to a precarious financial situation by members who failed to pay their
dues and a former treasurer who embezzled funds.69 The Victoria Board
of Trade was too preoccupied with the province’s economic problems
and the war’s adverse effects on business, especially in terms of declining
lumber exports, to pay much attention to parks.70
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Despite the government cutbacks, Reginald Thomson used an
economic argument for increasing public access to Strathcona Park.
He praised the park’s “scenic beauty,” declaring it a great “asset in respect
to scenic attraction,” while assuring the public that it would be easily
accessible to tourists by the summer of 1915.71 Later, the Vancouver Island
Development League sought Premier McBride’s assurance that the road
to the park would be opened by the summer of 1916 so the league might
advertise the park in railway brochures and other publicity materials.
However, despite the league’s plea that “the tourist business … had
become an industry,” McBride responded that “no promise would be
given that any money would be provided in the estimates for public work
of this character … because of the strained financial conditions existing.”
By the summer of 1916, the road reached only from Campbell River to
Forbes Landing on Lower Campbell Lake, well outside Strathcona’s
eastern boundary. A trail stretched from Forbes Landing, the site of the
closest hotel, to Buttle Lake, where there were a few cabins for public
use, but British Columbia’s first provincial park remained isolated from
casual travellers, the exclusive preserve of those with enough time and
money to engage in extended visits.72
By the time of its defeat in 1916, the Conservative government had
created two provincial parks, Strathcona and Mount Robson, for
the use of “the people.” The province’s inability to fund Strathcona’s
maintenance and development during the First World War reflected
tourism’s lower economic priority in a province dependent on natural
resource extraction for a large part of its revenue. Yet the creation of
British Columbia’s first park was a significant event. By using economic
language to rationalize its creation, Strathcona’s advocates not only
gave the province a beautiful park but also succeeded in integrating
scenery into the industrial capitalist model, transforming the park into
a consumable commodity for the upper and middle classes who could
afford to travel for pleasure. Such commodification of scenery led to the
creation of a new tourism industry that eventually became an important
contributor to the province’s economy.
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